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The school uniform should reflect a feeling of pride and
dignity for the school. A girl is to behave as expected –
to be polite, to be a pleasure to have in class, to be a
joy to both her parents and teachers and above all to
be an asset to the school. My aim and that of the staff
is to develop these qualities in each girl.
I am sending you this circular as it is imperative that all
our girls wear the same uniform. It is important that
everyone adheres to the rules of uniform and do not
hesitate to ask if in difficulty. Our girls should be
proud to wear their school uniform.
We expect your full co-operation.
Thank you.
Mrs. C. Vella
Headmistress
Senior School
Material—Navy Blue Gingham
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1.

a)

Each girl should have TWO P.E. Kits.
One for winter and one for summer.
The summer kit should consist of :





b)

navy blue shorts
a white T-shirt with the school
badge in the house colour
(pink, green or yellow)
on the left-hand side.
white running shoes - no fancy
trimmings or coloured shoe laces.
Only discreet brand names are
allowed in blue or black.

The winter kit should consist of :


a white T-shirt (as above)



a long sleeved white turtleneck
top with school badge.



the official school track-suit
in navy blue and gold.

The P.E. Kit is to be kept in a gym bag.

All items are to be marked clearly with the individual’s name.

1. The skirt is the same as that for winter,
navy blue colour – lighter material.
2. The shirt is the same as that for winter
except :
- an open collar and short sleeves.
No tie is worn.
3. White ankle socks.
4. The shoes are to be sensible navy
blue lace-ups. Absolutely no heels,
platforms or boots.
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WINTER UNIFORM
1.

The school colours are navy blue and gold.

2.

The skirt is ‘A’ shaped with one pleat on either side in the front.
It is fastened with a zip at the back and has a waistband with a
button at the side.
IT SHOULD BE KNEE LENGTH
The colour is navy blue.

3.

The shirt is gold colour with white stripes and a typical shirt
collar, buttons in the middle front and long sleeves with cuffs.

4.

A navy blue tie is worn.

5.

The pullover or jumper is ‘V’ necked with the school badge
embroidered in white on the upper left-hand side. Please
note that jumpers should not be too big or very loosefitting.

6.

Undervests may be worn but should not be seen.

7.

The school blazer is navy blue with the school badge on the
left-hand breast pocket. It is worn at all times in winter.

No other anoraks or jackets are accepted.
8.

The shoes are to be sensible navy blue lace-ups. Absolutely
no heels, platforms or boots.

9.

Navy blue tights or navy blue socks only are worn in winter.

10.

A navy blue turtle neck jersey may be worn underneath the shirt.

11.

Each student must carry a navy blue pac-a-mac.

